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Because of the form of the t function,eedback Compensation Using it is possible to alter these equations
to deal with the coefficients of desired
Der iva t ive S igna ls derivative feedback termiis (see AppendixI) so that, for the A,, AI coefficients,
A1 =wo -I{ Ao2-A wct,.3h)1 -A4wrn4'2 -
11l Mitrovic's Method AJ+2Wn +2'4j} (4)
A2 =un-2{Ao+A3Wn3f4)2+A4n4cp3 . +
D. W. ELLIOTT G. J. THALER J. C. W. HESELTINE Aj co j+i4 j (5)
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For the A2, A3 coefficients,
Summary: The basic Mitrovic equations ditions feeding back a first derivative A2 = - Ao%3J +AiF2c.n -AA 4W (6)
are extended to apply to variations in any signal alters the coefficient of the first A5w05'F2...n AI+wa'n (6)
chosen coefficients of the characteristic derivative signal onlv etc Both the A3=co, A 42-A Dc +A4con4+q+
equation, thus permitting analysis of the derivatvesi y et 5A' A j+2 )
effect of adjusting several derivative signals. Routh Criterion and the root locusmethod Aacn 'F. +Ai±2wn7b'l (7)
Simple relationships are developed to are convenient analysis tools when only It has been demonstrated in the pre-
analyze the possibility of stabilizing fourth-, one parameter is altered, and are usable vious paper that the values of the co-
fifth-, and sixth-order systems with selected but somewhat less convenient when two efficients of the characteristic equation
feedback signals. Design procedures are paramewhare variable.tBwh may egiven, which control the damping and parameters are variable Both may be may be exactly specified bv use of deriva-
frequency of the dominant roots (within used for design also, but are quite labor- tive feedback. The modified Mitrovic
available limits) by simultaneous adjust- ious if two parameters are varied. equations are expressed in terms of the
ment of two derivative signals. This paper presents an extension of coefficients that mav be controlled bv
Mitrovic's method which is readily applied derivative feedback; thus these coeffi-
to analysis and design when any two co- cients may be considered as the variables
pHE purpose of any feedback com- efficients of the characteristic equation are of the system to be compensated by
pensations isrte pro vidof the haraccepistab altered. The method applies (and works derivative feedback, and analysis of thelocations for the roots of the characteristic best) when two derivative signals are used system will be for the purpose of deter-
requaictions, withosedue hc siderat stoa and are independently adjustable, but mining optimum values for these co-restrictions imposed by the steady-state may also be used when only one deriva- efficients
accuracy requirements. It has been efficentsaccurthacy rhequiremfentthffeedbaskbenv tive signal is fed back. The modified Mitrovic forms, as in theshown that the effect of feeding back any The basic Mitrovic method, for a sys- basic form, provide a method of graphical
single derivative of the output signal is to tem with characteristic equation of the analysis in the form of a polar plot which
alter one or more coefficients in the char- form: is a conformal map of a radial line on the
acteristic equation. Under suitable con-
_4,s'+A -s'_1+A -2Sn-2+... ± s-plane. This plot has the following prop-
Paper 63-32, recommended by the AIEE Feedback A2S2+Als+Ao=O (l) erties:
Control Systems Committee and approved by the A1 Any point on the locus defi0)es oneAIEE Technical Operations Department for
presentation at the IEEE Winter General Meeting, is specified in terms of the last two co- pair of complex roots of the system. ANew York, N. Y., January 27-February 1, 1963. efficients of this equation. point on the locus defines the value of the
Manuscript submitted July 25, 1962; made
available for printing November 1, 1962. 8{A'F±A1fo+4,F2+ two variable coefficients (A i, Aj) as the co-
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... A (2 ordinates of this point. Each coefficient41, NAS, North Island, San Diego, Calif.; G. J. n controls the exact locatioi of one systemTHALER is with the U. S. Naval Postgraduate
School, Monterey, Calif.; and J. C. W. HESELTINE A1 =wn{A'42+A23'Fnw+A4 44W 2+ root. Since a point on the locus is also
is at Royal Canadian Navy Headqtuarters, Ottawa,
Ont., Canada. 4i2t4Jpri+2wCnj} (3) defined by the value of . for the locus
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and the value of w,n corresponding to the should thenl provide ¢>O, and the system but the right side of the inequality reduces
position on the locus, the system roots should be stable. Choosing coefficients to Ao, so that for any value of A2 defined
thus defined are located by for the second and third derivative terms by
(s2+22cwns+Wn2) as variables, for P=0: A2>Ao0w-2+A4W,2 (16)
A2 =Aown 2+A4wn22. When the locus is in the form of a the system is stable. Conversely, if the
clockwise loop, and values of the variable A3=AWcon-2 Al point is selected outside the v loop, the
coefficients are selected so that the point t inequality is reversed and the system is
defined by these values lies inside the unstable.
clockwise loop, all system roots will have cOn'-O, A2-'.+ c, and dA2/dw is negative For all fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-order
values of v greater than v of the locus. A3-+ n, and dA3/dcw is negative systems, the form of the locus for the
This second property of the Mitrovic modified Mitrovic equations can be
plot is the basis of the system analysis. at determined bv mathematical analysis, and
ince the objective of the compensationo, n°,c A2- +coa, and dA2/dw is positive detailed calculations and plots are not
is to select satisfactory dominant roots, rqie.Tepoeuei ipe
an important corollary is that, if the roots A3--*0, and dA3/dw is negative required. The procedure is simple:1. Determine the values of the vari-
are selected by choosing values of the at able coefficients and of the slope of the
coefficients corresponding to a point on a coefficients at
clockwise loop portion of the locus, all /Ao0\ 114 /d O
other system roots will have a value of v1 4 conA/d 0, c Wc
greater than the ~of the loop, and A2 has a minimum value. The locus 2. Determine the values of w, for
is always of the form shown in Fig. 1. which slope of either coefficient is zero.
Analysis Techniques As a check, select point AI so that A3 is Analysis by this method provides a
equal to the value of A3 on the locus, and stability criterion in terms of the constant
The basic procedure is to select the A2 is greater than value of A2 on locus: coefficients of the characteristic equation.
coefficients which are to be varied A3 = A1,W2 These criteria are set forth in Table I.
(based on available derivative signals), Two important conclusions can be
formulate the corresponding Mitrovic A2>Ao-2+A4Wn2 reached from these stability criteria:
equations, and map the imaginary axis of For a fourth-order system the Routh con- 1. Any fourth-order system can be
the s-plane to see if stabilization is possi- dition for stability is stabilized by two orders of derivative
ble. For the D= 0 case, the modified feedback.
Mitrovic equations are of the form: Ai(A2A3-A4A1)-AoA32>0 (12) 2. Any fifth-order system can be
A1-A3w 3-A35c4+A7wn6 .. . (8) or stabilized for a maximum value gain
AA
=A 3COn
(Ao) as defined by the constant co-
A2=Aoc,-2+A4Wn -A6n4... (9) A1(A2A3- A4A,)>A (12a) efficients.
Or
A3 For systems of greater than sixth order,
since a generalized analysis is not possible;A2=A4Ocon-2+A4wn -A6cn. ... (10) mathematical analysis requires the actual
A3 =Alc,-2+,j2CA3n 2-A7Wn.4.. (11) Con2=AA/A3 (13) values of the constant coefficients to deter-
mine the form of the locus.
The condition for a stable system is that then To illustrate, consider a sample analysis:
the point defined by the variable coeffi-
cients (Ai, AJ) be located within a clock- A2> AA3+A4A1 (14)
wise loop of the locus. If the coefficients Al A3
areindependently andcompletely variable, Substituting in the inequality 12, For = 0
this can be accomplished in all cases,
providing a clockwise loop exists. A1(A2A3 -A4AI) > Al (AoA3 +A4+A I)- A2= Aown -2+A4Cn2
To illustrate this, consider a fourth- A-32 A32 Al -2'5CO2
order system. Using the P= 0 locus,
t
any point located inside a clockwise loop AoA4( (15) the form of the locus is shown in Fig. 2.
A2 (min) occurs at w52=(Ao/A4)114
Table I A3 (min) occurs at Cwn3=(Ai/A5)114
and both
Stability Criteria~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A 2, A 3 at con ).0, OJ x
Variable Coefficients
-This locus is either a clockwise or
System Order A1, A2 A?, Aa
counterclockw ise loop, depending on the
4th . Stable area exists values of wx) at A2(min) and A2(min).
5th . Stableareaexists if.Stabl area existsifFor a clockwise loop to produce a stable
A<A4AI2 A0AA system, the requirement is that
4As2 A
6th . Stable area exists if .........Stable area exists if ........6n>n
°<(~~~~~Ao{ 2A}--E-°<(A\iA-2A (A-I\'/2} A] AO
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SIXTH ORDER SYSTEM Fig. 3 (left). COEFFICIENT VALUES FOR INCREASING
WITH At, As VARIABLE wn-0 / W-o Mitrovic curve
*// / for a sixth-order A2
3
system with A2, \n2
/ ~~~~A3variableA
/ // F~~~~~~~~~~~~~~AA23 wn,\\Fig. 4 (right). 2A
Requirements for
existence of a A2
clockwise loop
At A - Coefficient
values for in-
wncreasing values (A)
of W. FORMS OF LOCUS AS DETERMINED
B - Mitrovic BY RELATIONSHIP OF usn1 wn2 wn3
curve w,2 >
Wn3 >CJnl 2 A




curve Wn2> A3 A3 A3
Wnl>C3n3 (B ) (c) (D)
or
Ao AA4 Design of Compensation constant coefficients:A,
SIXTH-ORDER SYSTEM As has been shown, the analysis of CWn = (A0)"4
For ~=O systems up
to sixth order for the = 0 for (Al, A2)
case can be accomplished immediately by 1
A2=Aown-2+A4cn'-A,con4 the modified Mitrovic method. For txn= - A,
optimum compensation of a system, how- 4A3 = Alwn-'+A5,wn' ever, the analysis of a system requires A3
the form of the locus is illustrated in consideration of the more complicated )1/4
Fig. 3. _~>O case. fr( ,A3
If dA2/dw is continuously negative, no Optimum compensation of a system for (A2, A)
stable area can exist (curve I). depends on the desired response of the An
If dA2/dw is positive over some range system; desired characteristics must be i"= 4Ao
of values of w,c, and A3(min) exists in this defined before analysis can be continued.
range, a positive area exists. Solving for For the following methods of analysis, it 4=Al (AO)1"4
dA2/dw and then substituting the fol- is assumed: 4Ao
lowing: 1. System gain (Ao) has been set at a The values determined by this coin-
wn=(Al/A5)1'4 minimum acceptable level. cidence method define the limits for selec-
2. Either settling time or maximum s tion of dominant roots, and by compari-
the criterion is that is the primary consideration. son of the two sets of limits, show the
A, r tA,~1121 3. Control of two coefficients is avail- preferable method of compensation.
Ao<- A4-2A(6-) able. Within these limits, selection of roots mayA,L As/ 4. A dominant root has a lower value be accomplished:
Fig. 4 indicates the requirements for of Pand of 1w,, than any secondary roots. 1. Mathematically, by selecting dom-
stability in a sixth-order system. If the inant roots; then computing the second-
values of the adjustable coefficients (say ary roots from the constant coefficients,
A,2 and A3) as functions of (on are plotted For a fourth-order system, it has been and then multiplying the two sets of roots
as on Fig. 4(A), it is necessary that A2 shown in the previous paper5 that use of to determine the desired value of the
has both a maximum and a minimum two orders of derivative feedback allows variable coefficients.
value, otherwise no clockwise encircle- control of two roots. The two roots thus 2. Graphically, by constructing the
ment can exist. However, existence of controlled can be set as a complex pair of locus for an acceptable value of v and
maximum and minimum values does not roots which are dominant. A secondary selecting a value of w, on the locus.
guarantee a clockwise encircled area. If pair of roots exists, which are then This method gives a wide range of ac-
Wnl is the frequency at the A2 minimum determined by the value of the constant co- ceptable dominant roots, whereas the
and to_. is the frequency at the A, maxi- efficients of the characteristic equation. previous method gives only one solu-
mum, then the requirement for a clockwise For a fourth-order system, the limit of tion.
loop is that the value of CA3n3 for A, mini- the dominance of roots is those values of For a fifth-order system, the principle
mum must be such that wfll<cofl,Kwfl. the variable coefficients for which the two of determining a maximum possible v~and
The Mitrovic plot then appears as in sets of roots coincide, i.e., @r by solving for a coincidence of com-
Fig. 4(B). If Cafl3>COf2 the Mitrovic plot s4+A,s'+A,s'-1A,s-jA, plex roots can again be applied. Since
appears as in Fig. 4(C) and if (.in3<Ci)l _ + ) one real root now exists, an iteration
the plot appears as in Fig. 4(D) neither of = (S'+2¢nS+wn') method must be used to determine the
which provides a clockwise loop, where ca, and ¢*w, are defined by the value of the real root at coincidence.
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Let (b). A1, A2 A2=on-2(ao+2¢n3a3+ [1-4l2]wn 4ai-
s+a4s4as+a22as+ao p a3 at P=5 [4 - 81cna)
=(s+p)(s2+2ronS++c0n2)2 5 125 (max) -45) = 27 =2000c77205158.6 --7.5-0.67co03
for (Al, A2) CO =4 From the approximate solution, the
1 =-0.606 optimum value of co has been determined
a =P(a4-P)++f1(a4-p)2+2 f a o as -4, and the range of co, values will be4
' selected around this figure. Table II
for (A2, A 3) pensation system is selected. Mathe- shows the values of A1, A2 for Co valuesmatical solution: from 2.5 to 6.
ao ao Select Since the values of A1, A2 over this
p p @Wn=2.5 _---(s2+5s+18) range of values do not vary widely, it is
Having determined the value of p, the ~co~2.5 often advantageous to determine theWn = 4.25 maxima and minima of the coefficients.
maximum values of v and ¢wn may then
be determined as in the fourth-order case. = 0.59 dAl/dw = 0 at w,-.2.8, 4.75
Similarly, selection of dominant roots may Solving dA2/dw =0 at n 5.0
then be accomplished either mathemati- (S3+ 1 S2-55s+ 111) = 0
cally or graphically. From Fig. 5 the limits of the clockwise
(s+4.2)(s2+6.8s+26.4) =0 loop of the locus are: co0>3.5 to wn > 5.5.
SAMPLE, FIFTH-ORDIER SYSTIEM results in: The A3-point may be set at any desired
location on or within the loop, and > 0.6
Given dominanlt i urned
roots = 0.59 Wn=4.25 n =2.5 is guaranteed.
s5+ 16s4+ 128s3+520s2± 1300s+2000 To demonstrate the accuracy of this
secondary method, the secondary roots of the
wbichnhasrdominantroots at: s4s -1±j5, root = 0.66 con =5. 14 lWn 3.4 characteristic equation are in Table III.secondary roots at: s=-4, s= -5j5
real roots v= -4.2 From these data, it may be observed
Solving for coincidence, one investigates that, as predicted, all secondary roots
two possible feedback combinations. Coefficient values have values of s>0.6 for the values of cow
For (A1, A2), Al = 1545 selected on the clockwise loop, i.e., w,1=
3.5 to 5.5.
a3 = p(a4_ p )+ (aq _ p) 2+2 \1ao A2 = 584 If the maximum value of n is desired,
P P On the basis of the approximate solu- the values of the coefficients correspond-
for (A2, A3) tion which indicates a maximum value of ing to co,=4.75 can be selected:
¢ greater thanl = 0.6, a graphical solu- A, = 589
at =ao tion using this value for ¢ will provide a
al=-+p(a-p)ia - range of possible roots with value of . Ai= 1564
(a). A2, A3= For the characteristic equation This gives roots at p=4.2
p a, at p=8 s5+16s4+128s3+A2s2+A,s+2000=0 al, u2=2.85=j3.8 ~ =0.6
6 isio10 (max) ¢ aco=(a4-8)=2 at0=0.6 a3, q4=3.05+j3.44 ¢=0.66
6 143347 1356 (ao\114 A1 9=711(2Pao+con2a2-2lcn4a4- 22 Fig. 6 shows the relationship of selected
8 1272 '=8 / secondary roots for the increasing values
0. 505 =2400con-1+ 128co 2 - 19.2con 3+0.44Con 4 Of con1.
Table 11
an 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 2.8 4.75 3.9 5.75
Ai= +2,400 w- ................ 960..... 800..... 686. 600... 534... 480... 437 ... 400... 857..... 505..... 616..... 417
+128,2. ................. 800... 1,151 ... 1,570. 2,050... 2,585... 3,200... 3,860... 4,620... 1,002..... 2,890.....1,930... 4,240
+0.44Ca2 ................ 17 36 66. 113... 180... 275... 398... 570 ... 27... 224 .... 100... 482
-19.2 W3 ....... (-). 298. 516. 825. 1,228. 1,744... 2,400... 3,178... 4,150... 421. 2,005... 1,120... 3,660
min max
AI= 1,479.1,471.1,493.1,534.1,555;.1,555.1,517.1,440.1,465.1,564.1,526i.1,479
A2=+2,O000&w2. . ........320..222 ...163 ..125 . ..99 ..80 ....66 . ..56. ..255 . ...89. ..132. 61
+153.5w. . ...384 . ..462 . ..538 . ..615 . ..692 . ..769 . .845 . ..922 . ..430 . .730. ..598.884
-7.05w72...(-) . ...44 ...64 ...87 . ..113 . ..142 . ..176 . ..212 . .254 ....55. ..159. ..107. ..233
-0.67 a92....(-) . ..10 . .18 . .29 ..43 ..61 ..84 . ..111 . ..145 ....15 ..71. ..40. ..127
max min
An= ..650 . ..602 . ..585 . ..584 . ..588 . ..590 . ..588 . ..579.615 .589 . ..583 . ..585
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PLOT OF LOCUS OF UN
FOR t 0.6 SHOWING -
4. 5 CLOCKWISE LOOP.
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Fig. 6. s-Plane plot showing location of primary and
Fig. 5. Illustrative example: Mitrovic plot for n= 0.6 secondary roots
For a sixth-order system (or greater), the loop, then the desired condition does The modified Mitrovic equations per-
no simple method of determining maxi- not obtain. In such cases a change in the mit investigation of the stabilization
mum values of v and Awn has been found. selected method of compensation is in- capabilities of any combination of signals
The analysis must therefore be made dicated. which alter no more than two coefficients
graphically by construction of v loci. of the characteristic equation. For
If, however, the sixth-order system is of Discussion and Conclusions fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-order cases the
the type where one root of the uncom- procedure is very simple and very rapid.
pensated system is a large real value, it The paper has dealt exclusively with a For higher-order systems calculations and
may be considered equivalent to a fifth- system in terms of the characteristic a plot are required. As with the basic
order system plus this pole, and the co- equation. It has been assumed that all Mitrovic method the procedure can be
incidence method may then be applied coefficients of the equation were positive, simplified for computation by nonpro-
for approximate maximum values of v and that two coefficients were inde- fessional personnel, or a digital computer
and NC. pendently variable using derivative feed- program may be used.
The preceding analyses have assumed back while the rest were constant. For analyses investigating the v of the
that the two coefficients selected as vari- Since pure derivative feedback is avail- dominant roots, calculated plots are
ables have been independently adjustable able practically up to perhaps third deriva- required.
over a wide range. In some applications tive, practical application is thus limited, For design of compensation to locate
this is not the case. When there is a zero but in many cases, the coefficients may roots according to specifications, very
in the forward transfer function, then a still be independent. If the variable simple methods have been presented for
single derivative feedback alters two coefficients are not independent, analysis the fourth- and fifth-order cases where
coefficients. In like manner, when the is not affected but design possibilities are the adjustable coefficients are indepen-
compensating feedback loop does not en- restricted. dently variable. For higher-order cases,
close all of the poles, the existence of one
pole between error detector and com-
pensator summing point causes a single Table IlI
derivative signal to alter two coefficients.
This situation does not alter the analysis, Selected Roots Real Root, Secondary Roots
but does affect design, because this restric- con acln p con acwn at
tion limits the possible locations of the MI-
pointtoaline,whichmayormaynotpass 3.5.1...2 .15.0. 5.67 . 3.4 . 0.60
through the clockwise loop. If the line 4.25.0254.25.5.10 . 3.32 . 0.6>53
does pass through this loop then the 4.5 . 2.70 . 4.2.4... . ...4873.2 . 0.656i
coefficients can be set to locate the M- 510.3o..03.O4.35) . 4.29 .2.82 .0 .659
point on the specified line but within the 5 .53.3 . 4.8 .- 3.72 . 2.3 . 0o61a
loop. If the line does not pass through _____________________________________
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and those for which the coefficient varia- where equation 2 for ao is independent of al,
tion is not independent, graphical solu- and equation 3 for a, is independent of ao. ao4+a,0o'i=-aOI1:F+a4I+
tions involving engineerin jIn order to modifv these equations to a form ... an+iconw4+
dealing with two other coefficients (as, aj) it
the location of the Mlz-point are required. is necessary to eliminate ai from the equa- A3= 3[ -ao'2-a,w4i+a4W44'2+
Although not discussed in the paper, tion for aj and aj from the ai equation. an+lwn1 4Fln-l]
steady-state considerations such as veloc- Thus for (A2, A3) equations, it is necessary
ity lag error may influence the design. I to eliminate a2 and a3. Multiplying equa- =-2laowfn 3+a1of-2+2tZ'a4+
tion 3 by w4, and equation 2 bv 42 and add- an-2.most cases of feedback compensation, ing eliminates a2: ... an+lw n-1
such problems are readily solved by By multiplying equation 1 by 43 and
choosing as variables those coefficients aOI2+aicN= - [a3w3( 22-434(DI1)+ equation 2 by O42 and adding, a; may be
which do not affect the steady-state error a4W 4(I3 2-24(1)+.l . an+lWn l eliminated, resulting in
at all. If this is not practical, trial and (4-2 +1) A2=, 2[+aosb31+ahC2w-a4C04i -
error procedures may be needed.
... an+IoC nI4+-21
While the treatment in this paper has where
been restricted to feedback of pure deriva- = (-1 a4c.,2+,2,-.c an+l,n-2
tive signals, this is not a necessary re- a4W an+ICO
striction. The method may also be ap- '2 =2
plied to cascade compensation with filters, <X?= 1-4¢2 References
and to feedback with nonpure derivatives.
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A / \ B I S_t.1 . I I t I ..i.(NEMA) size 2. All neutrals of motorsA .v/440 762-=Volt I i -rieIa Combination and transformer banks were grounded to
well casings. At this time, 440/762-
volt motors were readily available and
twarter could be obtained from most motor
manufacturers. However, motor controls
labeled 762-volt could be obtained from
SENIOR MEMBER IEEE only a few manufacturers, and these con-
trols had special contractors which carried
a premium price. Considerable time was
Summary: Tllis paper describes a 440/762- tem stressed the economic advantage over given to the selection of the controls, and
volt combination motor starter equipped the 440-volt system. For a given wire it was eventually decided to use compo-
with 600-volt components. It provides a and voltage
report on the service obtained with 600-volt size and th drop, a load may be nents with a standard 600-volt class rating
class equipment on a 762-volt grounded transmitted three times as far with the in the motor controls. After the North
system and a discussion on necessary motor 762-volt system. In addition, it was said Burbank application, and until 1960,
protective features. that starters with a standard 600-volt these same controls were used in other
class rating could be used with the new areas and were labeled for a 762-volt
THE FIRST 762-volt oil-field distribu- system, and that equipment performance grounded system by the manufacturer.T* nt *ZX1_1M Ir-i1,n1C lnl )0 and service would be satisfactory.* tion systems were installed about 195 , ansevcwolbestsatr.__________________
and for some time thereafter there were In 1956, Phillips Petroleum Company Paper 62-1329, recommended by the AIEE Pe-
arguments for and against the 762-volt installed its first 762-volt grounded system troleum Indutsthry Commtte and apparovedt byr
system. Arguments against the system at the North Burbank unit. A total of presentation at the AIEE Petroleum Industry
were based mainly on the possible need 68 combination starters and beam- Confereance,Clegvtelsaunld, Oito, Septebmber 9-12,
for special starters with a voltage rating pumping motors were installed. The made available for printing July 18, 1962.
greater than 600 volts and on questions motors varied from 15 to 30 hp (horse- T. L. SCOTT is with the Phillips Petroleum Com-
regarding equipment performance and power) and the starters were all National Thauorwsetockwldeheepr-
service. Proponents of the 762-volt sys- Electrical Manufacturers Association ceived from M. IH. Halderson.
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